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1. Introduction and results 
Let {w(t); t >O} be a standard Wiener process. The following result about the 
L&y’s moduli of continuity is well known. 
Theorem A. We have 
lim IW(t+h)- w(t)1 = l a,s, 
h-o ,,;iT_, (2h log h-‘)1/2 ’ 
and 
lim 
h-0 ,,::l?-, ,g:, 
IVt+s)- w(t)! = 1 
(2h log hk’ )‘!2 
a,s, 
Orey and Taylor (1974) studied the fractal nature of the set 
IW(t+h)- @‘(t)l >Ix 
(2h log h-‘)‘j2 ’ > 
(O<ad 1). 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
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They showed that for each 0 <a < 1, B(a) is a random fractal. Their main result, stated 
in Theorem B below, provides the Hausdorff dimension of this set. Recall (see, e.g., 
Falconer, 1985; Taylor, 1986) that the Hausdorff dimension dim B of a subset B of 
[O,l] may be defined by setting 
dim B = inf {c > 0; SC-mes B = 0}, (1.3) 
where for any continuous increasing function 4 : [0, l] + [0, co] with 4(O) = 0, the 
&measure of B is defined by 
C~(lr,l);BCUI,,lZjIbh . 
i i 
(1.4) 
Here, the Zi constitute an h-cover of B (i.e., a collection of intervals with lengths not 
exceeding h, whose union includes B), we set 111 for the Lebesgue measure of I and 
infimum in (1.4) is taken over all h-covers of B. 
Theorem B. For any u E [0, l] we have almost surely 
dim B(u) = 1 - ~1~. (1.5) 
Recently, it has been shown that a lot of Gaussian processes have moduli of con- 
tinuity similar to (1.1) and (1.2). For example, Csorgii and Shao (1993) and Csaki 
et al. (1992, 1995) studied the increments of b-valued Gaussian processes, one of 
their results, stated in Theorem C below, provides the moduli of continuity for #‘- 
valued Gaussian processes. But up to now, to the best of our knowledge, little is 
known about the fractal nature of the type (1.5) for any Gaussian processes ex- 
cept the Wiener process. Recently, Deheuvels and Mason (1994, 1995) studied the 
fractal nature for empirical increments and processes with independent increments. 
But their methods are not effective for studying Gaussian processes with dependent 
increments. 
Let {Y(t); --M < t < CCI} = {2&(t); -cc <t < co}& be a sequence of independent 
Gaussian processes with E&(t) = 0 and stationary increments c&h) = E(&(t + h) - 
&(t))2, where, and throughout this paper, q(h) is assumed to be a non-decreasing 
continuous function for each k 3 1. Put 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
o(&,h) if ldp<2, 
c(p,h) = 
a*(h) if ~32, 
(1.8) 
ap” =EIN(O, l)IJ’: 5 /m.(~-1)/2e-xdq p31. 
0 
(1.9) 
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A function f(x) on (a, b) is called quasi-increasing on (a, 6) if there exists a positive 
c such that 
.f(x)<.f(y) for all a<x<y<h. 
Theorem C. (I). Assume that c?(p, h)/h” is quasi-increasing on (0, A) for some A > 0. 
Moreover, suppose that 
cr(p,h)=o(C(p,h)(logh-‘)‘:2) as h+O, 
tirno sup max max ~(&(h) -&(O))(W(j + 1 Y) -4dih>> <o , 
h-'<,<h-' kgl $(h> 
,for euch E >O. Then we huve 
( 1 .I0 )I 
(l.ll:l 
I( Y(f + s) - Ut)ll, - = 1 a.s. 
ii% Oz21 ,g$, 6(p, h)(2 log h-’ )‘I2 
(1.121 
(II). Assume that a( p, h)/h” is quusi-increasing on (0, A) for some A > 0. Moreover, 
suppose that 
C( p, h)(log h-’ )li2 = o(cr( p, h)) us h -+ 0. (1.10’) 
Then we have 
lim sup sup II y(t +s> - y(t)ll, = 1 n,s, 
h-OO<I<I O<s<h Q(p>h) 
(1.12’) 
If the conditions in (II) of Theorem C are satisfied, then we have 
/imo sup o $, II Y(t + h) - Y(t>llo 
\. Q(p>h) 
3 Limo sup 
min // Y(nh2 + h) -- Y(nh2)ljrp 
OGnCh-2 &dP,h) 
-21imsup sup -__ sup l/Y(t-Is)- Y(t)llt, 4p>h2) 
h-0 OCt<20<3<h' +dp>h') o(p,h) 
= Limo sup min 
(IY(nh2 + h) -- Y(nh2)((rfJ 
&a(p>h) 
(1.13) 
O<n<h-' 
Similar to the proof of (3.27) of CsijrgB and Shao (1993), for any I < 0 <2 we have 
that for h sufficiently small, 
P min IIJ’(nh2 +h) - Y(nh2)Il~ G2 _ Q 
O<n<h-l 44p>h) > 
<2(hK2 + l)exp 
(e - 1)*S,2rr2(p,h> 
- 
8g2(p>h) 
,<JhK’exp(-4logk) =4h2+0 as h+O, 
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which together with (1.13) implies that 
limo sup inf llY(t+S)- y(t)llP >* as 
O<I<l QJ(p,h) ’ . . 
Hence, if we define a random set similar to B(a), by 
E(a)= tE[O, 11; Fmosup 
{ 
llY(t+h)- Y(4lb >a 
1 
) o<a<l 
G,o(p,h) ’ ’ ’ ’ 
then E(a) = [0, I] a.s. for any O<cld 1. So, in this case there is nothing for us to 
consider on the fractal nature of E(E). 
Now, we suppose the conditions in (I) of Theorem C are satisfied and define a 
random set similar to B(M), by 
E(a) = 
{ 
t E [0, 11; limo sup Il~(~+~)-~(~)llo >a ) 
c?(~,h)(2logh-‘)‘~2’ 1 
()<a<l 
’ ’ . 
(1.14) 
The purpose of this paper is to establish the following theorem, in the spirit of 
Theorem B, where we prove that E(a) is a random fractal, and evaluate its Hausdorff 
dimension. Applications to fractional Brownians and Omstein-Uhlenbeck processes are 
discussed in Section 3. 
Theorem 1.1. Assume that 6(p, h)/h” is quasi-increasing on (0, A) for some A>O. 
Moreover, suppose that (1.10) holds and 
lim sup max max 
W&(h) -x,(O))(xk((j+ 1)h) -80)) 6o 
(log h-1)-2cr;(h) 
(1.15) 
h-0 h-‘<j<h-’ k21 
for each E > 0. Then for any c1 E [0, 11, we have almost surely 
dimE(or) = 1 - ~1’. (1.16) 
Also, for the random set 
E*(a) = t E [0, 11; lim sup II yet + h) - Y(t>llo h+O 6(p, h)(2 log h-‘)‘j2 = ’ Odcldl (1.17) 
we have the following results. 
Theorem 1.2. Assume that C(p, h)/h” is quasi-increasing on (0, A) for some A> 0. 
Moreover, suppose that (1.10) holds and 
lim sup max max E@%(h) --%k(o))(xk((j+ l)h) -xk(jh)) <o \ 
h-0 (logh-‘y<j$hp’ k>l (log h-' )-*0,*(h) 
c1.1xI 
for some P >O. Then for any CI E [0, 11, we have almost surely 
dimE*(a) = 1 - z2 (1.19) 
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2. Proof of the results 
First, we state three lemmas required in the proof. The first one of these is a version 
of Lemma 2.2 of Orey and Taylor (1974). 
Lemma 2.1. Sz4ppose C#I : [0, l] -+ [0, m) is a continuous function with C&O) = 0. Lef 
K c [0, l] he such that K = n;=, E,, where El 3 I E, . .. ,fbr m = 1,2,. , and 
E, = Urz, Im,~ with {Im,k: 1 dk <IV,} being, f or each m > 1, a collection of disjoint 
closed subintervals of [0, 11. Then, tf there exist two constants A > 0 and d > 0 such 
that, for every interval I c [0, l] with II’ <A there is a constant m(Z) such that ,fi)r 
all m3m(l), 
(2.1) 
we have &mes(K)>O. 
Lemma 2.2. Assume that 6(p, h)/h” is quasi-increasing on (0, A) for some A > 0 and 
( 1. IO) holds. Then, for any 0 < ~9 < ~1, there exists 6 = &CC,, CQ) such that 
P sup llY(t+s)- Y(s)ll/~>cc,~?(p,h)(2logh-‘)‘~~ <:h@ 
ais<t<a+h > 
far all a30 and Oth<6. 
Proof. For any fixed a>O, put a*(p,h)==& supOGsSh 6(p,h)(logs-‘)‘/2, O<h< I. By 
Lemma 2.2 of Csaki et al. (1992), Remark 3.1 and (3.30) of Cs6rg6 and Shao (1993) 
there exist C = C(E, A), ho = hO(E, A) and a constant CO independent of c such that 
P sup sup ]\Y(t+s)- Y(t)ll,>xrF(p,h)+(l +E)x06(p,h)(logh-i)‘~2 
O$t<T O<s<h > 
GP sup sup ]iY(t+s)- Y(t)ll,>x6(p,h)+(l +E)a*(p,h) 
o<t<r O<s<h > 
GC(i+l)exp(-&G) 
for every X> 1, T 30 and 0 <h d ho. And then the proof is completed immediately. 
n 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose { &; i = 1,. . . , n} are mean zero Gaussian variables with E<f = 1 
and E5i<j<p2 (j#i), where Odfl< 1. Then for any E>O, i>O, O<O<i and all t, 
we have 
’ ~l{~i>t~-npO>Inpo 
( 1=I i 
<exp{-8n((A+l)po-(1+@pl)}+2nP N(0 l)>f 
( ’ lJ 
(2.2 1 
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n 
p npo- CZ{c=-t)>lnpo 
i=l ) 
dexp{-&r((l-tI)pz-(l-A)po)}+2nP (2.3) 
where po = P(N(0, 1) > t), p1 = P(N(0, 1) > (t - E)/( 1 - p2)1’2) and pz = P(N(0, 1) > 
(t + E)/( 1 - /?2)“2). 
Proof. Let {r, vi; i = 1,. . , n} are independent mean zero Gaussian variables with 
Ez2 = p2 and E$ = 1 - p2. Then E(T + ~/i)~ = Et? = 1 and Etitfj <E(T + Y/~)(T + t/j) 
=b2 (ifj). 
Define 
f(x)= eX 
{ 
for OGxdm, 
em(x-m+l) forxam. 
It is easy to see that f(x) d eX for x 30, f(x) d ne”’ for 0 bx d n/2 and f(x) (x 3 0) 
is an increasing convex function. It follows that 
&l> . ..,&)=:.f(QgZ{Xi>t)) <eeCzll{xr>t’, g(xl,...,xn)<nem 
and g is a function on R” such that its second derivatives in the sense of distribution 
satisfy 
Dijg=~2$ &Z{xt>t} &I{Xj>t]230 (i#j). 
1 J 
By the well-known comparison property (cf. Theorem 3.11 of Ledoux and Talagrand, 
1991, p. 74), we have 
Choose m = B(Anpo + npo), we conclude that 
’ kz{<i>t)- ( i=l npo”npo) =P(/(B~l{ti>lj) a/(m)) 
= P(g(51,...,5,)>em) 
= P(g(51,...,~,)~ee(n+1)npo) 
d e-e(~+‘)npoEg(4,,...,~m) 
< eCB@+‘)‘@‘Eg(z + ql,. . . , z + qm) \ 
< e-e(n+l)nPo{EeSC:=II{T+qI>I}I{ ITI Go} 
+ nes(n+l)nPoP(jz( >E)} 
< ,-e(~+l)nPOEesC:=,‘{rl, >f--E) + 2,,~(~ > E). \ 
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By the fact that {vi; i = 1,. . . , n} are independent, it is easy to see that 
EcH C:=, /{a, >f--E} 
= e8W(Ee~(~{Vl >t--E}-P,))n 
<c”“f’(l + P,(l _ P,)@)n<eQW t@Vl(l-_pl). 
Then, we have 
<e-0(~+1)"POee2nP,(1-P,)+Onpl 
\ +2nP(z>E) 
~,-nn((n+l)Po-(1+B)Pl) + 2nP(z > E), 
which implies (2.2) immediately. Note that 
If we choose m = f3 (hp, + n( 1 - PO)) and define g by 
,,,....,,;/(~~,,,i,,,) s 
we can obtain (2.3) similarly. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Using Lemma 2.2 and following the same lines in the proof of 
Theorem 2 of Orey and Taylor (1974, p. 180) we can show that dimE(aa)< 1 ~ x,; 
as. easily. 
Now, we turn to the proof of the opposite inequality. It is sufficient to show that 
for any 0 < a0 < 1, we have almost surely 
dimE(ao) 3 1 - ~0”. (2.4) 
For each fixed 1 > CX> CIO and E >O, we will apply Lemma 2.1 with K chosen as a 
suitable subset of E(Q) and 4(s) = &*&, where j?= 1 - CY~, O<.s<$fl<l. This will 
enable us to establish (2.4). The remainder of the proof is devoted to the construction 
of K and was inspired by, and accurately is a generalized version of, the arguments 
in Section 4 of Orey and Taylor (1974). 
Let y denote the collection of intervals [u, u] c [0, l] such that 
I]Y(v) - Y(u)lla ~cQ+(p,v - u)(2log(v - u)-‘j’? 
Theorem C tells us that 
(2.5) 
\]Y(t> - Y(S)]l/p <26(p, It - slj(2loglt - sl-1)“2 
for all s, TV [0, l] with (t - sl sufficiently small. Hence, there exists b>O depending 
only on ~10 and CI such that, for every sufficiently small I = [u, u] c [0, l] 
IIY(u) - Y(U)ll~P3crf?(P,U - 24)(2log(v - u)-i)‘!2 (2.6) 
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implies that [t, u] ET for all t Al = [ u, u + b(v - u)]. For convenience, we assume 
that b is the reciprocal of an integer. 
Suppose that pm is the reciprocal of an integer, pm+1 < bp,,, and b&p,+1 is an 
integer for m = 1,2,. . . Let 6 be a positive number such that 6 < &E. For each m 3 1, 
define A, = [p;‘], 2, = [(pi’ - 1)/&l + 1 and 
t,(i)=iA,p,, i = O,l,..., 1, - 1, (2.7) 
Fm = {[tm(i),tm(i) + pm]; i = 0, 1,. . ., I, - 1). (23) 
We proceed with the proof by considering the cases of 1 d p <2 and 2 < p < KI, 
separately. 
Case I: 1 <p<2. In this case, for each m> 1 and any I = [t,(i), t,(i) + ~~1~9~ 
we have 
IIY(I)llP 
= II Y(Gdi) + Pm) - UMi>>lb 
~(P,Pm)(210gP,_1)“2 
suP1l,ll,qa,C,Elai(Xj (tm(i) + pm) -4 (tm(i))) 
= 
C(P> Pm) (2 log pm’ )1’2 
> C,T19(Pm) 2(p-1)‘(2--p)(Xj (tm(i) + pm) - Xj (tm(i))) 
’ ~(p,pm)(~,~lq(pm)2~~(2-p)) (p-i)42logp,‘)‘~2 
= Cj”=,q(Pm> 2(p-1)‘(2--p)(Xj (&(i) + pm) - Xj (tm(i))) _. 
~(P,Pm)(21wP,_1)1’2 
-. 
y 
m,I, 
where iT(p, pm) = (x1:, q(p,)2pi(2-P))‘/2, q = p/(p - 1) and 
(2.9) 
ym,, =O(p, Pm)-lF q(Pm) 2(p-‘Y(2-p) (Xj (t&i) + pm) - Xj (&(i))). 
j=l 
We define 
(2.10) 
s$+ = {I E &; Y*,J > a(2 log p;‘)1’2}, 
Fm+(b) = {Z(b) = [ u, u + b(v - u)]; I = [u, v] 6 Fm+}, 
N,(J)=#{IEF~+,ZCJ}, N,,,=N,,,([O,l]), 
.L(J)=WE~*,~cJ), zm =L(w, 111, 
pl-@)=P(N(O, 1)>~((2logp;‘)~‘~), m (2.11) 
where 0 <P(m) + /I = 1 - a2 as m + 03. 
From (2.9), we deduce that for m large enough, I = [u, v] E 92 implies (2.6), and 
then [t,u]EF for any tEl(b)EF,,(b). 
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The following lemma tells us that N,(J) has similar probability estimates as a 
binomial distribution with parameters p = pkBPCrn) and n = I,(J). 
Lemma 2.4. For any 0<8< i, there exists an integer mo such that 
P(IN,(J) - E&(J)I >MfKt(J)) 
G.2 exp{ -@A - 20)EN,(J)} + pi 
fiw all J c [0, 11, m 3 mg and i. > 0. 
(2.12) 
Proof. By condition (1.15), we can assume that 
max max 
E(Xk(&) -xk(o))(xk((j + l)bn) -xk(jpm)) <,2 
’ k>l q$W 
‘m 
An,GiGG 
for all m>,l, where b,>O satisfies 6, log pm --f 0 as m + CC. It follows that 
(2.13) 
For m large enough, let 
PO @)=P (N(O,l)>a(2logp,‘)’ ‘), 
pi”)= P N(O,l)> 
(a - 3b,) (2 log pm’)112 
(1 _ /,;)lkP ’ 
> 
(a + 3b,)(210gp,‘)1’2 
(1 _jg)l!2 > . 
(2.14) 
Applying Lemma 2.3 to {Y,,,; Z c J} with /I= b,, t = x(2logp;‘)‘:’ and I: = 
36,(2logp,;‘)“*, we conclude that for any 0<8< i and i,>O. 
P(INm(J) - ENi,(J)l >~~ENn(J)) 
<exp{-Ql,(J)((A + l)pr) - (1 + H)P,(~))} 
+ exp{ -@l,(J) (( 1 - O)pr) - (1 - i.>pp’)} 
+ 21,(J)P(N(O, 1) > 3(2 log p,' )li2). (2.15 b 
Note that 
2 log p-l ru 6& log p-’ m m m =0(l) as milx 
which implies py’ - pp’ as m 4 CO. Similarly, we have pp’m pr’ as m * ~8. It 
follows that there exists an integer rno such that for m 3 rno, 
Cm) Cm) 
(l + O)pr) kq1+267, (1 -fI)+(l -20). 
PO 
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Hence, we deduce from (2.15) that 
P((Nm(J) - mL(J)I >~mn(J)) 
<2 exp{ -&A - 20)EN,(J)} + p;‘pi = 2 exp-Q(A - 2QQMJ)] + A 
for m 2 mo. We have proved Lemma 2.4. ??
By using Lemma 2.4, with similar proofs to that of Lemmas 4.1 of Orey and Taylor 
(1974) we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. Given E >0 and z >O, with probability 1 there exists an integer mo = 
mg(E,T) such that 
pvm(J) - mm(J)1 <~mL(J) (2.16) 
for all J c [0, l] such that (JI 32, and all mamo(.z,z). 
Lemma 2.6. Given /I’</?= 1 - (x2, if 6< i(p - p’), then there exists an absolute 
constant c such that with probability 1, there exists ml =ml(P’) such that 
%4J)6clJlB’NnW, 11) (2.17) 
,for all Jc[O,l] andmaml. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, it is sufficient to show that 
i’&(J) <clJI%N,([O, 11) = ~lJfZ,p;-~‘~’ 
for marnl. Note that JJl<p, implies N,(J)=O, p,<lJI<A,p, implies N,(J)<1 
and I J I P’ ~,p~-~(m) > cp$b’-B(m) + co, we need only to consider the case of (JI 3 A,p,. 
It is clearly sufficient to consider only the class 3m of intervals [iAmpm,jAmpm], where 
i, j are integers and 0 <i<j<(A,p,)-‘. We deduce from (2.12) that for m large 
enough and all r 24 
P(N,(J)~rEN,(J))~exp(-wren,) + ,oi. 
Note that 1, N p;lA;’ wp6,-’ and Z,(J)= IJ(l,, we have that 
P(IN,(J)~c~J~~‘Z,~~-~(~), JELL) 
d pi2exp (-;lpml”‘l,p;-fl(m)) + pi 
<p;2exp(-clp~P’-B(m)) + pi. 
Since, 6 + /Y - p(m) + 6 + p’ - b <O, it follows that 
~P(IV,(J)~C~J(~‘~~~~-~(~), JE~~)<o~, 
m=l 
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which implies almost surely there exists nzt = mt(P’> such that 
N,(J) <c]JI~f’I”~~~-~-“‘“’ 
for all J E (Pm (m > ml ). This completes the proof of the lemma immediately. 1 
We shall now show that there exists a sequence of sets El > E2 > fulfilling the 
assumptions of Lemma 2.1 and such that K = n,“=, Em c E(ao). Since only a countable 
number steps of the construction are needed and each step can be carried out with 
probability 1, we can assume that all the steps are carried out in the same probability 
1 set. Choose jI’=fl- aa and define ml =:ml(/l’) such that (2.17) is valid for m>ml. 
Suppose (Q) is a sequence of positive numbers with C I:A- < r3c. In the first step, we 
apply Lemma 2.5 to find an integer Q( 1)3ml such that 
IN,,, - EN,,/ <c,EN,,, (m3Q<l)). (2.18) 
And then we will define an increasing sequence Q(l), Q(2), . inductively and define 
for k> 1 
Eo = LO, 11, Ek = IJlk,i, (2.19:l 
i=l 
Mk(J)=#{i;Ik,j CJ} for Jc [o, lj, bfk =it’&([o, I]), 
y(k) = &i?(k)), d(k) = 1 - y(k), hk = Ih,il = b’Q(k). 
For k >2, suppose that Q(k - 1) has been defined we can define Q(k) large enough 
to ensure 
fi?(k)3mo(&,hk--l 26(k-‘)‘c), Q(k)>mO(&k,hkpI ), 
Q(k)22Q(k - 11, PQ(k)<<;(k_,), 
(2.20) 
where mO(c, z) is the integer determined in Lemma 2.5 to invalidate (2.16) and 
k-l 
(2.2 1) 
IMJ) - ENn(J)l <QG-L(J) 
for all J c [0, l] satisfying JJ] >hk_r and m>Q(k). 
The proof will be completed if the following is true. 
h; IJ(P-2tMk+j 
(2.22) 
(2.23) for all hk+l<IJi<hk, k>l,jBl. 
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In fact, if (2.23) is true, by noting that 
1+;+...++ 
P&k) d PQ(k) * - d P~(kp~(k- 1) . . Pai ): 
and 
we conclude that 
which, together with Lemma 2.1 and the fact that p&$ -+ 0 (k 4 w), implies that 
s8-2”-mes(K) > 0. 
Hence, we have proved (2.4) in the case I. 
Now we show (2.23). It is sufficient to consider the class Sk of intervals [&+I, 
jhk+l] with O<i<jGh;i,. By the fact that l/b and bp,/p,,l are integers, we can 
verify that for any k3 1, ja 1, 
I(b) E @&+j+,)(b)> I(b) C Ik+j,i imPlY 1 EF&(k+j+l)? 1 C Ik+j,i; (2.24) 
and for any J ??8k , 
interior (lk+j,i fl J) # 8 implieS Ik+j,i C J. 
From (2.24) and (2.25), it follows that for J @k, 
(2.25) 
Mk+j+l(J) = #{l(b) E 4 cGk+j+])(b);‘(b) C U Ik+j,i,l(b) C JI 
i=l 
= c NQ(k+j+l)(zk+j+l 1. 
Ii; h+,,, CJI 
Note that ENQ(k+j+l) (Ik+j,i) = lQ(k+j+l)(zk+j,i)PQ(k+j+l) 
1-y(k+j+l) and 
lQ(k+j+l)(lk+j,i)= 
bPQ(k+i) 
AQ(k+j+l)PQ(k+j+l) 
(1 + dk+j+l,ih 
where 
ISk+j+l,il d 8AQ(k+j+l)PQ(k+j+l)/(bPQ(k+j)) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
< 8b-1P;;k+j+l). < bQ(k+j+ 1 Ii4 
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from (2.22) and (2.26) we have 
Mk+j+l tJ) =Mk+j(Jl) 
1 
AQ(k+j+l) 
hk+jh~~~~‘)hi.(k+j+‘)( 1 + 6(J)) (1 + q(J)), 
(2.28) 
where IS(J)\ <!JQ(~+J+~)/~, jr(J)\ <&k+.j+]. Following the lines of the proof of Theorem 
2 of Orey and Taylor (1974, p. 183 and 184) we can verify from (2.21) (2.28). 
Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 that for all j31, k31, m31, 
k+j 
Mk+,j+l = 
h;;;z+ 1 fby(k+j+l) 
I-II ’ 
h%)@) 
1-l 
Hence, we have proved (2.23). El 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
Case II: ~32. Take j, such that q,,,(p,)=~r*(p~). In this case, for any I =[t,,,(i)., 
&(i) + pm] E &, we also have 
II y(m > x,m(o 
~.(P,pm)(2logpm’P a,,(pm)(210gpi’)‘~2’ 
Following the lines of the proof in case 1, we conclude that (2.4) remains true in this 
case as well. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Since E*(a) c E(a), we only need to show that dim_!?*(z) 3 1 --lx2. We may suppose 
P> 1. By tightening the argument used in the proof of (2.4) we may show that for 
any a~ [0, l), $-mes E(a) >0 a.s., where 4(s) =~‘-~*(logs-~ )6p+4. Since 
E(a) =I?*@) 5 E(a + l/n), 
II=1 
and dimE(a + l/n) = 1 - (a + l/n)2 implies &mes E(x + l/n) =O, we have 
&mesE*(a)>#-mesE(a)>O U.S. 
which implies dimE*(a)a 1 - a* a.s. Hence, we have proved Theorem 1.2. L7 
3. Some applications 
Using the conclusions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we can obtain some consequences. 
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3.1. Gaussian processes with regularly varying variance functions 
Suppose {X(t); t > 0) be a centered Gaussian process with stationary increments 
that o(t) is increasing and regularly varying at 02(h) =E(X(t + h) -X(t))*. Assume 
zero with index 0 < y < 1, given in the canonial form 
a(h) = hY exp ’ NY) (J ) h udy > (3.1) 
where E(h) -+ 0 as h--to. The Levy moduli of continuity for this kind of processes 
were due to Csiki et al. (1991). Clearly, {Y(t); t 3 0) is a fractional Brownian motion 
of order y if E(h) z 0. 
Let ~31, {cn; n 3 1) be non-negative numbers. Put 
c”(P) = 
c(&) if ldp<2, 
maxk 2 1 ck if ~22. 
(3.3) 
Let {Y(t); t 30) = {c&k(t); t >O}, where &(‘), k = 1,2.. . are independent copies 
of X(.). Set a;(h) = c~EX~(h) = cia2(h). Define o(p, h) and g(p, h) as in (1.6) and 
(1 .S), respectively. Clearly, we have 
4p,h) = c(pMh), C:(p,h) = +)4h). 
Assume 
c[<xl. 
k=l 
(3.5) 
As consequences of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we have the following results. 
Theorem 3.1. Let p3 1, {Y(t); t 20) = {ck&(t); t 30},0”,, be defined as above. Zf 
for any E >O there exists a constant C, such that -h’+” &‘(h)<CE for all hE [0, I], 
then for any c( E [0, 11, we have almost surely 
II y(t + A) - Y(t)110 >a 
Epo(h)(2 log h-‘)li2 ’ 
= 1 - cL2. (3.6) 
Zf there exists a constant C such that -h&‘(h) < C(log e/h)c for all h E [0, I], then for 
any a E [0, 11, we have almost surely 
II y(t + h) - Y(t)ll0 
E,a(h)(2 log h-l)‘/* = ’ > 
-l-a2 (3.7) 
Particularly, we have the following corollary. 
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Corollary 3.1. Let p3 1, {&t),&(t); t30,k> l} be independent fractional Brown.- 
iun motions of order y, O<y < 1. Define {Y(t); t >,O} = {ck&(t); t 30}rz,. Assume 
that (3.5) is satisfied. Then for any CI E [0, 11, rue have almost surely 
dimE(x)=dimE*(cr)== 1 - LX~, 
where 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. To show (3.6) and (3.7) we need only to verify (1.15) and 
(1.18), respectively. Let 
L(x)=exp (2[ y dy). 
Then 
@2(x)>” = 2x*‘-%(x){y(2y - 1) + (1 - 4?)&(X) + 2&2(X) - x,:‘(x)}. 
It is easy to see that la(x)] d C for some C >O and all x~ [0, 11, and also for any 
6 >0 there is a constant C6 such that L(jx)/L(x) < Caj6 for all x, jxE [0, 11. Suppose 
-x’+‘&‘(x) < Ch. Then 
(~2(jx))“x2 ~c~i2y-2+bx--6 
d(x) . 
Note that 
KUh) - X(O>W((.i + 1 )h) - X(_ih)) 
02(h> 
= m2(( j + 1 )h) + 02((j - 1 )h) - 2a2( jh) = (u2(<))“h2 
2a2(h) 20*(h) 
for every 1 > h 2 0, j 3 6 and some (j - 2)h < 5 d jh, we conclude that 
&X(h) - X(O))(X((j + 1 )h) -X(.3)) 
a’(h) 
which implies (1.15) immediately. 
Suppose -x&‘(x) < C(log ;)“, then 
(o*( jx))“x* c 
02(x) 
f cs j2YP2+S/* ( > log 5 c jx <c6j27-2+s log : ( > 
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We also conclude that 
ww) - X(O>>(X((./ + l)h) -X(3)) gCs.2Y_2+“(10gh_l )” 
a’(h) 
which implies (1.18) immediately. 0 
3.2. P-valued fractional Omstein-Uhlenbeck processes and the injinite series 
of fractional Omstein-Uhlenbeck processes 
Let {Y(t); t > 0) = {2&(t); t >O},o”=, be a sequence of independent 
fractional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes of orders /& with coefficients Yk and &, where 
O<Pk<l,Ykao, &>o, i.e., 
{a(t); t >o} and 
I” tk(e2Ait) t, o 
m; ’ 
have the same distribution, where {&(t); t 30) is a fractional Brownian motion of 
order pk. It is easily seen that E&(t) = 0, 
EXk(t)Xk(s) = &(e2wx(l-s) + ewQ(s--l) _ leM-s) _ ,w7w9 
k 
for all t, ~20, and 
o;(h) = E(&(t + h) - &(t))2 
= ?k{(,n,h - e-r3kyk _ (eBkM _ e-Bkwy}. 
Clearly, {&(t)} is the usual Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes if & = i for all k 2 1. 
The Levy moduli of continuity for the infinite series of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes 
were due to Csaki et al. (1991). Similar quantities for /p-valued fractional Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck processes were studied by Csorg6 and Shao (1993) in the case that all 
xk(‘) have the same order y, i.e., /Ik = y for all k> 1. In this section, as conse- 
quences of Theorems 1 .l and 1.2, we have the following results about the fractal 
nature. 
Let p 3 1. Define a(p, h) and ~?(p, h) as in (1.6) and (1.8), respectively. 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that rT(p, h)/h” is quasi-increasing on (0, A) for some A>O. 
Suppose that 0 < /& < 00 cc 1 for all k > 1. If 
c$p,h)=o(C(p,h) (IoghT) as h-0, (3.8) 
then for any a E [0, 11, we have almost surely 
dimE(a)=dimE*(a)= 1 - a2, 
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where 
E(a) = tE [O, 11; II r(t + h) - r(t)ll~ > cI 
C(p,h)(2logh-‘)I’* ’ ’ 
(3.9) 
llJ’(t + h) - Y(t)llr~~ 
o(p,h)(210gh-1)‘!2 =’ 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that {X(t)= Cizi”=,&(t); t>O} is the injinite series oj’ 
{&(t)}r=, and 0 < fik < ,!I0 < 1 for all k 3 1. Assume that 42, h)/h* is quasi-increasing 
on (0, A) for some A>O. Then, fbr any z E [0, I], we have almost surely 
dimE(a) = dimE*(a) = 1 - a’, 
lW(t + h) - W>L > a 
o(2,h)(210gh-‘)“2 ’ ’ 
(3.10) 
ILVt + h) - X(t)1 
o(2, h)(2 log h-’ )112 = a 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We need only to verify ( 1.18). For any fixed 0 -C y <DO < I, let 
f(x) Z: ,f(y,x) z (e” - e-1)22’ - (ey’ - e-““)2, (3.11 ) 
It is easy to see that 
f'(x) = 2y{(eX _ e-x)*Y--l(ex + e-“) _ (e” _ e-?X)(e7X + e-Y”)} 
> 0 for all x>O, 
f”(x) = 2y{(2y - l)(e” - e--x)+2(ex + e-“)2 
+ (ex _ e--x)*7 _ -Qe2;‘r _ 2ye-*7X} 
< 0 for all x30 if O<y<i, 
f”(x) d 16y(2y - l)(e” - e-X)2y-2 
< 1 6(eX _ e--x)2i-2 
=: g(x)=:g(y,x) for all x>O if y>+. 
Hence, in any case we have 
f”(x) <g(x) = g(y,x) for all x > 0. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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We also have 
f'(x) = 2y 
{ 
(e" - e--r)2ys - (eY” _ e-Y”)2 ;; T :I; 
1 
< 2y (e" -e-x)2Y- 
{ 
eX+e-X 
eX _ e-x 
_ (eYx _ e-Yx)2 ex + e-x 
eX _ e-X 
> 
which implies 
“f-(x> 
(ex - e--X)2Y is decreasing. 
So, we have that for x 3 I, 
f(X) 3 S( 1) = e2?{( 1 - e-2)2Y - (1 - e-2Y)2} 
> (1 - e-2)2fio -(l -e-2B0)2=cB0>0, 
and for O<x<l, 
f(x) 2 (e LL!! I>, (ex - e-x)2Y 2 ce _fl!i,2po (ex - e--x)2y =cDo(eX - e-x)2Y. 
Now we estimate 
s(jx)x2 
f(x) . 
Since (e” - e- Jx) >j(ex - ecX) for all x 3 0, we have that for 0 <x < 1, 
and for x3 1, 
.2y-2 +%J 
X2 
(e” _ e--x)2--2/3o %hj2y-2. 
So, we conclude that for all x,0, 
sW)x2 .2fl0-2 ---<CBoJ . 
f(x) (3.16) 
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Now we verify (1.18). Define fk(x) = f(/&,x). We have that 
@XC(h) - &(O))(&((j + 1 )h) - -G(9)) 
o;(h) 
_ fk((j + 1 P/4) + .M(j - 1 P/A) - 2fkWd) 
2fk(&h) 
(3.17) 
for every h>O, j>,6, k>l and some (j - l)&hG[<(j + 1)&h. Note from (3.15) 
that 
we deduce from (3.16) that 
E(Xk(h) - xk(o))(xk((j + l)h) - xk(jh)) < 1,2 . clr 
c#d 
-\ 0 
cj _ 1 )Wo--2 <c/,oj*h-2 
(3.18) 
which implies (1.18) immediately. [7 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. From (3.18), we deduce that for every j 3 6, h 3 0, 
E(X(h) - WO))(W(j + l)h) - Wjh)) 
~(&(h) - xk(o))(xk((j + 1 )h) - &(ih>) 
k=l 
d co:(h). c~,j2Bo-2 =~~,j~fl~-~u*(2,h), 
k=l 
which implies ( 1.18). Hence we have proved Theorem 3.3. n 
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